Abstract. In this paper, we study the Plancherel measure of a class of non-connected nilpotent groups which is of special interest in Gabor theory. Let G be a time-frequency group. More precisely, that is
Introduction
Let G be a locally compact group with type I left regular representation. The Plancherel theorem guarantees the existence of a measure µ on the unitary dual of G such that once a Haar measure is fixed on the group G, µ is uniquely determined. Although the existence of the Plancherel measure is given; it is generally a hard but interesting problem to compute it. Let G be the unitary dual of the group G. The group Fourier transform f → f maps
. Also, the group Fourier transform extends to a unitary map defined on L 2 (G). This extension is known as the Plancherel transform P. For arbitrary functions f and g ∈ L 2 (G) , the following holds true:
Moreover, if L is the left regular representation of G acting in L 2 (G) then we obtain a unique direct integral decomposition of L into unitary irreducible representations of G such that
Let B be an invertible matrix of order d. For k ∈ Z d , and l ∈ BZ d , we define the following unitary operators
and M l f (x) = e 2πi l,x f (x) . Let G be the group generated by T k , and M l . T k is a time-shift operator, and M l is a modulation operator (or frequency shift operator). We write
Characteristics of the closure of the linear span of orbits of the type G(S) where S ⊂ L 2 (R d ) have been studied in [2] when B only has rational entries. Also a thorough presentation of the theory of time-frequency analysis is given in [10] . In this paper, we are mainly interested in the following questions. For obvious reasons, we term the group G a time-frequency group. There are three cases to consider. First, it is easy to see that G is a commutative discrete group if and only if B is an integral matrix. In that case, all irreducible representations of G are characters, and thanks to the Pontrjagin duality, the Plancherel measure is well-understood. In fact if B is a matrix with integral entries, the Plancherel measure of G is supported on a measurable fundamental domain of the lattice
Interestingly, it can be shown that the Gabor representation
is unitarily equivalent with a subrepresentation of the left regular representation if and only if |det B| ≤ 1. Otherwise, the Gabor representation is equivalent to a direct sum of regular representations. Although the previous statement is not technically new, the proof given here is based on the representation theory of the time-frequency group. Secondly, if B has some rational entries, some of them non-integer, then G is a non-commutative discrete type I group. Using well-known techniques developed by Mackey, and later on by Kleppner and Lipsman in [14] , precise descriptions of the unitary dual of G and its Plancherel measure are obtained. Two main ingredients are required to compute the Plancherel measure of G. Namely, a closed normal subgroup of N whose left regular representation is type I, and a family of subgroups of G/N known as the 'little groups'. We will show that the Plancherel measure in the case where B has some non integral rational entries but no irrational entry, is a fiber measure supported on a fiber space with base space: the unitary dual of the commutator subgroup of G. That is, the base space is [G, G] . Using some procedure given in [9] , we can construct a non-singular matrix A, such that
tr Z d and we show that each fiber can be identified with some compact set
and E σ is the crosssection of the action of a little group (which is a finite group here) in
We also show that all irreducible representations of G are monomial representations modelled as acting in some finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces with dimensions bounded above by |det A|. It is worth noticing that Hartmut Führ has already computed the Plancherel measure of the simplest example (Section 5.5 of [7] ) of the class of groups considered in our paper. In his example, d = 1 and BZ d = 1/LZ where L is some positive integer greater than one. For the more general case in which we are interested, we obtain a parametrization of the unitary dual of G, and we derive a precise formula for the Plancherel measure. In the case where G is not type I (B has some irrational entries); unfortunately the 'Mackey machine' fails. In the particular case where d = 1,
we are able to obtain a central decomposition of the left regular representation of L as well as a direct integral decomposition of the left regular representation of
into its irreducible components. In fact, we derive that the left regular representation of G is unitarily equivalent to
acting in
To the best of our knowledge, the decomposition given in (2) and the central decomposition obtained in Theorem 6.6 are both appearing for the first time in the literature.
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Preliminaries
Let us start by setting up some notation. Given a matrix A of order d, A tr stands for the transpose of A, and A −tr = (A −1 ) tr stands for the inverse transpose of A. Let F be a field or a ring. It is standard to use GL (d, F ) to denote the set of invertible matrices of order d with entries in F. Let G be a locally compact group. The unitary dual, which is the set of all irreducible unitary representations of G is denoted by G. Given x ∈ R d , we define a character which is a one-dimensional unitary representation of R d into the one-dimensional torus as χ x : R d → T where χ x (y) = e 2πi x,y . Let H be a subgroup of G. The index of H in G is denoted by (G : H) = |G/H| . We will use 1 to denote the identity operator acting in some Hilbert space. Given two isomorphic groups G, H we write G ∼ = H.
The reader who is not familiar with the theory of direct integrals is invited to refer to [5] . 
In the case where A = B, the sequence of vectors {f i } i∈I is called a tight frame, and if A = B = 1, {f i } i∈I is called a Parseval frame. 
is called a Gabor system. 
For a proof of the above lemma, we refer the reader to Theorem 3.3 in [11] .
A proof of the Lemma 2.7 is given in [11] . Now, let
It is easy to see that
and e −2πi y,x is a central element of the group F. Thus F is a non-commutative, connected, non-simply connected two-step nilpotent Lie group. In fact F is isomorphic to the reduced 2d + 1 dimensional Heisenberg group. The 2d + 1-dimensional Heisenberg group has Lie algebra h = R-span
Clearly, H is a simply connected, connected 2n + 1-dimensional Heisenberg group, and exp (ZZ) is a discrete central subgroup of H. Moreover, H is the universal covering group of F. That is, F is isomorphic to the group H/ exp (ZZ) .
We will now provide a light introduction to the notion of admissibility of unitary representations. A more thorough exposure to the theory is given in [7] . However, we will discuss part of the material which is necessary to fully understand the results obtained in our work. Let π be a unitary representation of a locally compact group X, acting in some Hilbert space H. We say that π is admissible, if and only if there exists some vector φ ∈ H such that the operator
Moreover, let us suppose that X is a type I unimodular group. Let us also suppose that we are able to obtain a direct integral decomposition of ρ as follows
where dµ is a measure defined on the unitary dual of X. According to well-known theorems developed in [7] ; (ρ, K) is admissible if and only if it is unitarily equivalent with a subrepresentation of the left regular representation, and the multiplicity function is integrable over the spectrum ρ. That is: µ is absolutely continuous with respect to the Plancherel measure µ supported on X and X n π dµ (π) < ∞. If a representation ρ is admissible, in theory it is known (see [7] ) how to construct all admissible vectors. Let us describe such process in general terms. First, we must construct a unitary operator
intertwining the representation ρ with ⊕ X n π π dµ (π) . Next, we define a measurable field (F λ ) λ∈ X of operators in ⊕ X ⊕ nπ k=1 H π dµ (π) such that each operator F λ is an isometry. All admissible vectors are of the type U −1 (F λ ) λ∈ X . In the remainder of the paper, we will focus on time-frequency groups. We will compute the Plancherel measure of the group whenever G is type I, and we will obtain a direct integral decomposition of the left regular representation if G is not type I and d = 1. Some application to Gabor theory will be discussed throughout the paper as well.
Normal Subgroups of G
In this section, we will study the structure of normal subgroups of the time frequency group. The reason why this section is important, is because part of what the Mackey machine [15] needs is an explicit description of the unitary dual of type I normal subgroups in order to compute the unitary dual of the whole group. In this paper, unless we state otherwise, G stands for the following group:
We recall that the subgroup generated by operators of the type
is called the commutator subgroup of G and is denoted [G, G] . From now on, to simplify the notation, we will simply omit the symbol • whenever we are composing operators. 
] is a central subgroup of G, and is a cyclic group. G is not commutative but it is a type I discrete unimodular group. (c) If
If B ∈ GL (d, Z) then the commutator subgroup of G is trivial, and G is an abelian group isomorphic to
Thus, [G, G] is a finite abelian proper closed subgroup of the circle group. As a result
then the commutator subgroup of G is not isomorphic to a finite subgroup of the torus. That is, there exist
is not closed and is dense in the torus T.
] is isomorphic to an infinite subgroup of the circle.
Assuming that B is in GL (d, Q) , we will construct an abelian normal subgroup of G. For that purpose, we will need to define the groups
and
Notice that in general N 1 is not a subgroup of G because the lattice Z d is not invariant under the action of B −tr if B −tr has non integral rational entries. However, the group N 1 will be important in constructing the unitary dual of G, and we will need to study some of its characteristics.
is an abelian group.
Thus, for any given k ∈ B −tr
is equal to the identity operator. It follows that the commutator subgroup of N 1 is trivial.
We recall the following lemmas from [9] . . . .
is called a basis for Γ.
Lemma 3.7. Let Γ 1 , Γ 2 be two distinct lattices with bases J, K respectively. 
and R, S, C, and D are matrices of order d. Finally, a basis for the lattice
Proof. The fact that B −tr
is a full-rank lattice follows directly from Lemma 3.7.
We assume that B is an element of GL (d, Q) − GL (d, Z) . We will prove that N 2 is a normal subgroup of G. However it is not a maximal normal subgroup of G since it does not contain the center of the group. Thus, N 2 needs to be extended. For that purpose, we define the group
Proof. From Lemma 3.4, we have already seen that T k commutes with M l for arbitrary k ∈ B −tr
First, we compute the conjugation action of the translation operator on an arbitrary element of N.
Next, we compute the conjugation action of the modulation operator on an arbitrary element of N as follows:
, then the following holds.
(a) The quotient group
Thus, referring to the discussion [9] (page 95), the index of B −tr
As a result, 
are wellunderstood through the Pontrjagin duality. Let L be the left regular representation of G. The unitary dual of G is isomorphic to
and the Plancherel measure is up to multiplication by a constant equal to dxdy |det (B −tr )| which is supported on a measurable set Λ ⊂ R 2d parametrizing the group
More precisely, the collection of sets
forms a measurable partition for R 2d and Λ is called the spectrum of the left regular representation of π. It is worth noticing that there is no canonical way to choose Λ. Moreover, via the Plancherel transform, the left regular representation of
. Now, we will discuss some application of the Plancherel theory of G to Gabor theory. Let B ∈ GL (d, Z) , and let
is the multiplicity function of the irreducible representations appearing in the decomposition of π.
We recall that π is admissible if and only if
π is admissible if and only if
That is f is a Gabor Parseval frame.
We recall that the Zak transform is a unitary operator
It is easy to see that if B ∈ GL (d, Z) then
Thus, the Zak transform intertwines the Gabor representation with the representation
Now, we would like to compare the representations given in (6) and (7). 
Proof. First, let us notice that if B ∈ GL (d, Z) then |det B −tr | ≤ 1. As a result, there is a measurable set Λ ⊂ R 2d tiling R 2d by the lattice [11] ). Thus if |det B| = 1, the representation
We now claim that the multiplicity function is given by
To show that the above holds, we partition [0, 1)
we obtain
The spectrum of the left regular representation is [0, 1) 2 .
In the graph below we illustrate the idea that there exists a collection of sets
2 and the spectrum of π is given as follows
As a result, the Gabor representation π is not admissible. A projection of the spectrum of π in R 2 .
is a shift-modulation invariant space [2]). There exists a unitary operator
intertwining the representations π|K with
e. As a result, we have a general characterization of shift-modulation invariant spaces in the specific case where B has integral entries.
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that (π|K,K) is a subrepresentation of the Gabor representation of G. 
The Plancherel Measure and Application: The Rational Case
In this section, we assume that the given matrix B has at least one rational non-integral entry. We recall from Lemma 3.1 that 
which is isomorphic with a direct product of abelian groups. Since N is isomorphic to
its unitary dual is a group of characters. The underlying set for the group G is Z d ×BZ d ×Z m , and we define the representation π of the group G as follows:
That is π (G) φ is Parseval Gabor frame.
If π is admissible, and if f is an admissible vector,
Thus, the statement of the lemma holds by replacing # ([G, G]) 1/2 f with φ.
Using the procedure provided in Remark 3.8, we construct an invertible matrix A with integral entries such that B −tr
Thus, the unitary dual of N is isomorphic to the commutative group 
Next, the action of a fixed character of N is computed as follows.
We recall one important result due to Mackey which is also presented in [15] . We will need this proposition to compute the unitary dual of the group G.
Proposition 5.2. Let N be a normal subgroup of G. Assume that N is type I and is regularly embedded. Let π be an arbitrary element of the unitary dual of N. G acts on the unitary dual of N as follows:
x · π (y) = π x −1 yx , x ∈ G, y ∈ N.
Let G π be the stabilizer group of the G-action on π.
Now, we will apply Proposition 5.2 to
First, we recall from Lemma 3.11, that G/N is a finite group, and thus G is a compact extension of an abelian group. Referring to [14] I Chapter 4, G is type I and N is regularly embedded.
and let χ (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) be a character of N. We define the action of G on the unitary dual of N multiplicatively such that for P ∈ G, 
Since the collection of sets
is a measurable partition of R d then the map ρ makes sense.
Proof. Since e 2πiθ is a central element of G then clearly part (c) is correct. Now, for part (a), let
Lemma 5.5. The stabilizer group of a fixed character χ (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) in the unitary dual of N is given by
Thanks to (11), we may write
For a fixed element (γ 1 , γ 2 , σ) in the unitary dual of N, we define the set
where Λ (σ) is a fundamental domain for
−tr Z d such that Λ 1 is contained in Λ (σ) . Since we need Proposition 5.2 to compute the unitary dual of G, we would like to be able to assert that if χ (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) is a character of the group N, it is possible to extend χ (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) to a character of the stabilizer group G (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) . However, we will need a few lemmas first.
. It suffices to check that
where τ ∈ [G, G] . First, we observe that
Secondly, using the fact that l ∈ BZ d there exists
The following lemma allows us to establish the extension of characters from the normal subgroup N to the stabilizer groups.
, it is easy to see that
. We want to show that χ λ defines a homomorphism from G (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) into the circle group. Since
From Lemma 5.7, e 2πi(σ l 1 ,k 2 ) = 1 and
Now, using Lemma 5.6
Thus χ λ defines a character on G (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) .
Proposition 5.10. The unitary dual of G is parameterized by the set
and E σ is a measurable subset of Λ 2 satisfying the condition
The set Ω =
parameterizes the orbit space N /G. Thus, following Mackey's result (see Proposition 5.2), the unitary dual of G is parametrized by the set
Following the description given in [14] , Section 4, let χ (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) ∈ N and let χ j (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) = χ (γ 1 +A −tr j,γ 2 ,σ) be its extended representation from N to G (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) . Let ζ be an irreducible representation of G (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) /N and define its lift to G (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) which we denote by ζ. For a fixed (γ 1 , γ 2 , σ, ζ) we define the representation
which is naturally identified with
The inner product on
Notice that the number of elements in G/G (γ 1 ,γ 2 ,σ) is bounded above by the order of the finite group
AZ d which has precisely |det A| elements.
Remark 5.11. Every irreducible representation of G is monomial. That is, every irreducible representation of G is induced by a one-dimensional representation of some subgroup of
T s is computed by following the rules defined in (14) where
is a set of representative elements of the quotient group
The lemma above is a standard computation of an induced representation. The interested reader is referred to [5] Next, we define the set
A more convenient description of the unitary dual of G which will be helpful when we compute the Plancherel measure is
Now that we have a complete description of the unitary dual of the group G, we will provide a computation of its Plancherel measure.
Theorem 5.12. The Plancherel measure is a fiber measure which is given by 
Proof. The theorem above is an application of the abstract case given in [14] II (Theorem 2.3), and the precise weight of the Plancherel measure is obtained by some normalization.
Let us suppose that B is in GL (d, Q) − GL (d, Z) . Let ϕ be any type I representation of G. Then, there is a unique measure, µ defined on the spectral set Σ such that ϕ is unitarily equivalent to
where m is the multiplicity function of the irreducible representations occurring in the decomposition of ϕ. 
Proof. See [7] page 126 Proof. This remark is just an application of the density condition given in Lemma 2.6.
Non-Type I Groups
In general if B has at least one non-rational entry, then the commutator subgroup of G is a infinite abelian group. In this section, we will consider the case where d = 1, and
where α is irrational positive number. Unfortunately, the Mackey machine will not be applicable here, and we will have to rely on different techniques to obtain a decomposition of the left regular representation in this case. Let H be the three-dimensional connected, simply connected Heisenberg group. We define
Lemma 6.1. There is a faithful representation Θ α of Γ such that
Proof. Θ α is the restriction of an irreducible infinite-dimensional representation of the Heisenberg group [3] Thus, G ∼ = Γ via Θ α and for our purpose, it is more convenient to work with Γ. We define
Let L H be the left regular representation of the simply connected, connected Heisenberg group
In fact, it is not too hard to show that Γ is a lattice subgroup of H. Let P be the Plancherel transform of the Heisenberg group. We recall that
where the Fourier transform is defined on
and the Plancherel transform is the extension of the Fourier transform to L 2 (H) inducing the equality
In fact, || · || HS denotes the Hilbert Schmidt norm on
It is well-known that
where 1 L 2 (R) is the identity operator on L 2 (R) , and for a.e. λ ∈ R * ,
. We define two leftinvariant multiplicity-free subspaces of L 2 (H) such that
and H + , H − are mutually orthogonal. The following lemma has also been proved in more general terms in [16] . However the proof is short enough to be presented again in this section. 
Since e 2πijλ : j ∈ Z forms a Parseval frame for
where
. By the density condition given in Lemma 2.6, it is possible to find v λ such that the system
is a Parseval frame in L 2 (R) for a.e. λ ∈ (0, 1] . So let us suppose that we pick f ∈ H + so that
We will later see that f is indeed square-integrable. Coming back to (17),
, we appeal to Lemma 2.7 and we obtain
The above holds for almost every λ ∈ (0, 1]. Next, since Pf (λ)
Similarly, we also have the following lemma We remark that in general the direct sum of two Parseval frames in H, and K is not an even a Parseval frame for the space H ⊕ K , unless the ranges of the coefficients operators are orthogonal to each other. A proof of Lemma 6.4 is given by Currey and Mayeli in [4] , where they show how to put together f and h in order to obtain an orthonormal basis for H. Now, we are in a good position to obtain a decomposition of the left regular representation of the time-frequency group. First, let us define
It is easy to see that K is an abelian subgroup of Γ. Let L be the left regular representation of Γ. Proof. First, let us define R f : H → l 2 (Γ) such that R f g (γ) = g, L (γ) f . Using Lemma 6.4 (see [4] also), we construct a vector f ∈ H such that R f is an unitary. As a result, the operator R f • P −1 is unitary and 
Notice that (π λ |Γ, L 2 (R)) is not an irreducible representation. However, we may use Baggett's decomposition given in [1] . For each λ ∈ [−1, 1] , the representation π λ is decomposed into its irreducible components as follows: Combining (19) with (20), we obtain the decomposition given in (18) .
It is worth noticing that in the case where α ∈ R − Q, that the group G is a non-type I group. Moreover, it is well-known that the left regular representation of G is a non-type I representation. In fact, (see [13] ) the left regular representation of this group is type II. In this case, in order to obtain a useful decomposition of the left regular representation, it is better to consider a new type of dual. Let us recall the following well-known facts (see Section 3.4.2 [7] ). Let G be a locally compact group. LetG be the collection of all quasiequivalence classes of primary representations of G, and let π be a unitary representation of G acting in a Hilbert space H π . Essentially, there exists a unique way to decompose the representation π into primary representations such that the center of the commuting algebra of the representation is decomposed as well. This decomposition is known as the central decomposition. More precisely, there exist Moreover, letting Z (C (π)) be the center of the commuting algebra of the representation π, then
The importance of the central decomposition is illustrated through the following facts. Let π, θ be representations of a locally compact group and let ν π and ν θ be the measures underlying the respective central decompositions. Then π is quasi-equivalent to a subrepresentation of θ if and only if ν π is absolutely continuous with respect to ν θ . In particular, π is quasi-equivalent to θ if and only if the measures ν π and ν θ are equivalent. Furthermore, the representations ν π and ν θ are disjoint if and only if the measures ν π and ν θ are disjoint measures. Since the central decomposition provides information concerning the commuting algebra of the left regular representation L, and because such information is crucial in the classification of admissible representations of Γ then it is important to mention the following. 
Also, it is well-known that the representation π λ |Γ is a primary or a factor representation of G whenever λ is irrational (see Page 127 of [5] ). So, the decomposition given in (21) is indeed a central decomposition of L. This completes the proof.
